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With the development of China's socialist market economy,being social control 
systems, various systems of norms which are compatible with the traditional 
system,have been shocked in various fields,so norms become one of the focus of 
philosophical researches. Complex and grim social realities put forward the demands 
to establish theories of norms and construct a branch of philosophy which studies 
general norms. In this area of research, domestic scholars have just started,but western 
academic research on norms has a long history and is in-depth,and it can provide 
important lessons for our study. However, the current domestic systematical carding 
and research on western theories of norms are lacking. On the guidance of research 
results in general theory of norms, this paper tries to construct a preliminary 
theoretical framework to analyse the three different research directions in 
contemporary western theory of norms,and to compare its scientific and humanistic 
tendency. 
This paper is divided into four chapters. The first chapter "Norms and 
contemporary western theory of norms", includes three parts. First,we give a general 
definition of norms, and clarify the meaning of the concept of norms by comparing 
some concepts such as norms,rules,law and principle. Second, according to the 
general definition of norms, we carding the thread of the development of western 
researches on norms. Third, from the perspective of constructing a branch of 
philosophy to study general norms,we indicate the three different research directions 
in contemporary western theory of norms,and its scientific and humanistic tendency. 
The second chapter "The existence of norms and their systems" puts stress on 
analysing the turning from scientific tendency to humanistic tendency in Has Kelsen’s 
theory of norms. This research direction of the ontology of norms,taking Kelsen as a 
representative, tries to resolve an ontological problem that what are norms and 
systems of norms. On following problems that what are norms,whether logic is 
applied to norms and whether our will plays a decisive role in norms, Kelsen’s views 
in his later pieriod is different from that in his early pieriod.The shift indicates the 
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tendency to humanistic tendency. 
The third chapter "Norms, action and pratical reasoning" puts stress on analysing 
the scientific tendency in Joseph Raz’s theory of norms. This research direction which 
takes Raz as a representative,tries to resolve the following problems:the relationship 
between norms and action,the relationship between norms and practical reason,the 
logic of practical reasoning of norms and so on.Raz’s theory of reason explanation of 
norms indicates his obvious scientific tendency in research. 
The fourth chapter "Features of norms and the governance of norms" puts stress 
on analysing the humanistic tendency in Frederick L.Will’s theory of norms. This 
research direction which takes Will as a representative and studies the key problems 
that how is the governance of norms possible and how to governance,tries not only to 
describe and interprete norms,but also to evaluate and actively revise norms. In this 
process, they consider that norms relate close to the spheres of life which they 
inform,they are open and changing,they exist in history and culture,they embody our 
wills, values and ways of life. In the research of relationship between people and 
norms,Will changes the idea that subjects rotate around norms to the idea that norms 
rotate around subjects.He establishs the centre of subjects, builds up a kind of 
subjectivity,so his research is full of humanistic tendency. 
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